Statutory Professors
Prof Bert Smith - Lincoln Professor of Classical Archaeology
Prof Andrew Wilson - Professor of the Archaeology of the Roman Empire

Associate Professors and Readers
Dr Lisa M Bendall - Associate Professor of Aegean Prehistory
Prof Irene Lemos - Reader in Classical Archaeology
Dr Ine Jacobs - Associate Professor of Byzantine Archaeology and Visual Culture
Dr Thomas Mannack - Reader in Classical Iconography and Director of the Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum Project of the British Academy
Dr Dominik Maschek - Associate Professor of Roman Archaeology and Art
Dr Charlotte Potts - Sybille Haynes Associate Professor of Etruscan and Italic Archaeology and Art
Dr Maria Stamatopoulou - Associate Professor of Classical Art and Archaeology
Dr Peter Stewart - Associate Professor of Classical Art and Archaeology, Director of the Classical Art Research Centre

Lecturers
Dr Milena Melfi - Lecturer in Classical Archaeology

Departmental Lecturers (Fixed term)
Dr Lucy Audley-Miller
Dr Rachel Wood
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